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1. Introduction

We consider the following problem:

For a given closed 3-manifold M, what is the minimal second Betti number of al-

1 compact 4-manifolds bounded by M?

If we add the condition that 4-manifolds are simply connected, then the answer

about the above problem in the topological category can be seen from the Boyer clas-

sification theorem [1],[2], The Boyer classification theorem states that for an oriented,

closed, connected 3-manifold Af, a symmetric integral bilinear form (JE7, £) and a p-

resentation P of H*(M\rK) by (E,£), there exists an oriented, compact, simply con-

nected, topological 4-manifold with boundary M whose intersection form is isomor-

phic over Z to (E, C) and which represents P geometrically. Furthermore, Boyer gave

the result about the uniqueness of such 4-manifolds up to orientation-preserving home-

morphism. Here a presentation P of f/*(M;Z) by (E,£) is the following short exact

sequence with some algebraic data corresponding to the relationship between the link-

ing form of M and (E,£), spin structures and the Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction;

ad(C)
0—>#2(M;Z) —>£ —> E* —> ffι(Af Z) —> 0.

Hence, in the topological category, we can calculate algebraically the minimal second

Betti number of all simply connected 4-manifolds bounded by M. The key to this

classification theorem is the Freedman theorem [4], and in particular the fact that ev-

ery homology 3-sphere can bound a contractible compact topological 4-manifold. In

the topological category, it follows from this that the minimal second Betti number

of all simply connected 4-manifolds bounded by a given homology 3-sphere is zero.

However, the Roholin theorem and the gauge theory say that in the smooth category,

a homology 3-sphere can not always bound a homology 4-ball, and so the minimal

second Betti number of all simply connected 4-manifolds bounded by a homology 3-

sphere is not always zero in the smooth category.

If we consider the Boyer theorem with the condition that the fundamental groups

of 4-manifolds are isomorphic to the infinite cyclic group instead of simply connect-
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edness, then the key seems to be orientable closed 3-manifolds M with the same inte-

gral homology groups as 51 x S2, which are called homology handles [8]. Of course,

the situation changes according as the homomorphisms of ττι induced from inclusion-

s are trivial or not. In this paper, we consider the case where such homomorphisms

ijl : τrιM —>• Z are surjective, and under this condition we consider the above problem.
By βΊΌP(M) and βDIFF(M), we denote the minimal second Betti number of

such 4-manifolds in the topological category and in the smooth category, respective-

ly. For example, it is clear that βΊΌP(S1 x S2) - βDIFF(S1 x S2) = 0. But it
does not always hold that βTOP(M] = 0, since there is a homology handle which

can not bound a compact topological 4-manifold homotopy equivalent to S1 in con-
trast with the case of homology 3-spheres. In this paper we show that for any posi-

tive integer n, there exist infinitely many distinct homology handles {MAT }m€N with
βΊΌP(M^}) = βDIFF(M^}) = n, and furthermore that there exists a difference be-

tween /?rop and βDIFF.

In §2, we introduce two operations on framed links to construct compact smooth

4-manifolds which are bounded by given 3-manifolds and whose fundamental groups

are isomorphic to Z. In §§3 and 4, we investigate βτop and βDIFF of certain homolo-

gy handles, and in particular homology handles obtained by 0-surgery on knots. In §4,

we show that /?rop and βDIFF are functions onto N U {0} and there is a difference

between βmp and βDIFF.

Through this paper, we suppose that manifolds are connected and oriented, and

we denote the closed interval [0,1] by /. Furthermore, the symbol bi stands for the
i-th Betti number.

2. Two kinds of 2-handle attachings

For a positive integer p, let p : S3 ->• S3 be the (2π/p)-rotation around the z-axis

and B^(j = 0,1,... ,p - 1) small 3-balls in S3 with p(Bj) = B?+1 (j = 0,1,... ,p -

2) and ρ(B^_l) = B$. Moreover, let Dp = (S3 - (J^o int#f) x

 P$
l be the mapping

torus with monodromy p. The compact smooth 4-manifold Dp is bounded by S1 x

52 and has the fundamental group πιDp isomorphic to Z. The homomorphism i$ :

πι(Sl x S2) —> 7ΓιDp has index p, where i : S1 x 52 —>• Dp is the inclusion.

Let M be an oriented closed 3-manifold. If M bounds an oriented compact 4-

manifold V such that the fundamental group -κ\V is isomorphic to Z and the homo-

morphism of τrι induced from the inclusion i : M ->• V is not trivial, then the first

Betti number of M is positive. In this section we shall show that for any given 3-

manifold M with 61 (M) > 1, M bounds an oriented compact smooth 4-manifold V

such that TΓiV is isomorphic to Z and i$ : π\M -> πiV = Z is not trivial. To show
this, we need the following two operations. Every closed 3-manifold is obtained from

53 by an integral surgery on a link in S3. Let M be obtained by a framed link L.

Operation 1. Let K be a component of L with framing n and c a crossing on
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K

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

a diagram of K C L. Add a trivial knot O with framing 0 to L at c so that the linking
number lk(O,K) between O and K is zero. See Fig. 1. Let K1 be a knot obtained
from K by crossing-change at c. Then, by the Kirby calculus (or handle-slide), the
resultant 3-manifold obtained by this new framed link L U O is orientation-preserving
homeomorphic to the 3-manifold obtained by a framed link L' containing a new com-
ponent O with framing 0 and the component K' with framing n instead of K with
framing n. See Fig. 2.

Operation 2. Let K and L be two components of L with framing m and n,
respectively. Let c be a crossing of K and L on a diagram of L. Give the framing 0
to a meridional curve O of L. See Fig. 3. Then, by the Kirby calculus (or handle-
slide), the resultant 3-manifold obtained by this new framed link L U O is orientation-
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preserving homeomorphic to the 3-manifold obtained by a framed link L' which con-
tains a new component O with framing 0 and which has an opposite crossing at c.
See Fig. 4. Note that this operation leaves the knot type of K invariant, since O is
trivial.

We use Operations 1 and 2 to make a knot trivial and to split geometrically a
component of a link from other components, respectively.
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Proposition 1. For any positive integer p and for any given It-manifold M with
bι(M) > 1, there exists an oriented compact smooth 4-manifold V bounded by M
such that
(1) τrιV is isomorphic to Z, and
(2) the index, (-κ\V : Imίjj), oflm{i$ : π\M -» πiV} in πiV is p.

Every oriented 3-manifold is obtained from 53 by an integral surgery on a link
in 53, but this link is not always an algebraically split link. Here, we say that a link
L = KI U #2 U U Kμ is an algebraically split link if for each pair of distinct
components K^ Kj(i φ j) of L, the linking number lk(Ki,Kj) is zero.

We use the following lemma.

Lemma 1 ([13]). Any integral symmetric matrix is made diagonalizable over Z
by taking block sums of some 1 x l-matrices (PJ).

We can translate Lemma 1 into geometric terms : Let M be an oriented closed
3-manifold. Then, there are some lens spaces L(pJ? 1) (j = 1,2, ••-,&) such
that after taking connected sums of L(pj, 1) (j = 1,2, ••-,&), the 3-manifold

Mj(L(pι,l)t|L(p2>l)tl J|£(pfc>l) nas a surgery description by a framed algebraical-
ly split link.

Proof of Proposition 1. By Lemma 1, there are some lens spaces L(pj, 1) (j —

1,2, ••-,*;) such that the 3-manifold M1 = M)(L(pι,l)|ίL(p2,l))t liL(pfc,l) is ob-
tained by an integral surgery on an algebraically split link L. Let r(> 1) be the first
Betti number of M. Then, the linking matrix of L is an (r + n) x (r + n)-matrix

/O ... 0 0 ... 0 \

0 ... 0 0 ... 0
0 ... 0 mi

V ϋ ... 0 mnJ

where |mιm2 mn | is not zero and the order of the torsion part of #ι(M'; Z). Gen-
erators of £/ι(M';Z) are given by meridional curves of the components of L. Let K{
(i — 1,2, , r) be the components of L with framing 0 and Lj (j = 1,2, , n)

the other components of L. The 3-manifold L(pι, l)flL(p2j l)tt * * tt^(pfc? 1) bounds an
oriented simply connected compact smooth 4-manifold W, for example the []-sum of
k £>2-bundles over S2. Then the smooth 4-manifold (M x I)\\(—W) is bounded by
MJJ(—M'). We shall make KI a trivial knot which is split geometrically from the
other components of L.
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(S'xS2)xI

-(S'xS2)
Schema 1.

Step 1. If KI is not trivial, then we can make K\ a trivial knot K( by a finite
sequence of Operation 1 at some crossings of K\. Then the framed link L changes in-
to another framed link L', which is algebraically split. The trivial knot K[ has framing
0.

In general, K[ is not split geometrically from the other components of L'.

Step 2. By a finite sequence of Operation 2, we can split geometrically K[ from
the other components of L' keeping K[ trivial and without changing the framing of
K[. By L" we denote the framed link obtained by the operations as above. Let L^ be
the link consisting of the other components of L/' except K[, that is, L" = K[ UL^.
Then the 3-manifold given by the framed link L" is Sl x S2(t/V, where N is the 3-
manifold given by L^.

Hence it follows that by attaching 2-handles to M1 x {1} C Mf x / in ways
corresponding to Steps 1 and 2, we get an oriented compact smooth 4-manifold X
whose boundary is M'\]L(-(Sl x S2$N)). Set Y = ((M x I)\\(-W)) \JM, X. Let
W be an oriented simply connected compact smooth 4-manifold bounded by TV, for
example, the 4-manifold consisting of one 0-handle and some 2-handles given by the
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Fig. 5.

framed link L2. Then Z = Y\J((Sl x S2) x I\\W) is an oriented compact smooth
4-manifold with boundary dZ = Mγ[(-Sl x S2). See Schema 1. Now let V be the
4-manifold Z U0 Dp, which is an oriented compact smooth 4-manifold with boundary
dV = M. By van Kampen's theorem, π\V is isomoφhic to Z. If we let t be a gen-
erator of πιDp, then a loop coming from a meridional curve of KI represents t±p in

TΓi-Dp, and so (πiV : Irmjj) —p. D

EXAMPLE 1. Let ra be an integer. Let M(m) be the homology handle given by
the following framed link K\ U K2 in Fig. 5. The link KI U K2 is an algebraically
split link. Let M(m) be the universal abelian covering of M(m), that is, the infi-
nite cyclic covering of M(m) associated to the kernel of the Hurewitz homomorphis-
m α : πιM(ra) ->> #Ί(M(ra);Z) = Z. Then M(ra) is obtained from the univer-

sal covering q : R x S2 —» S1 x S2 by 1-surgeries on the preimage of K2 via q
as in Fig. 6. See [14]. By Λ — Z{£) we denote the ring of Laurent polynomial-
s with integer coffecients. Thus #ι(M(ra);Z) has a Λ-module structure by the group
of deck transformations and is isomorphic to λ/(mt~l — (2m — I)+mt) as Λ-modules.

Here (/(£)) stands for the principal ideal generated by f ( t ) G Λ. Now attach one 2-
handle h^ to M(πι) x / so that the attaching circle of h^ is a meridional curve
of K2 and the framing of h^ is zero. Let W be the resultant 4-manifold. By Op-
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eration 1, it is seen that W is bounded by M(m)]J(-51 x S2). See Fig. 7. Thus

V = WUs^xS^Dp is an oriented compact smooth 4-manifold bounded by M(m) with

πiV = Z, (πiV : Imί$) = p, and £r2(V;Z) = Z Θ Zp. In §§3 and 4 we show that

in the case of p = 1 this 4-manifold V gives the minimal second Betti number of all
oriented compact topological 4-manifolds X bounded by M(m) with π\X = Z and

= 1.

We have the following proposition for a 3-manifold M such that #ι(M;Z) has a
torsion subgroup.

Proposition 2. Lei p be any positive integer and L = K% a 2-component
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0 X .̂ Ki

Fig. 7.

framed link such that

(1) K\ is a trivial knot,

(2) the linking number lk(Kι,K2) is zero, and

(3) the framings of K\ and K<2 is 0 and n, respectively.

Let M be the resultant 3-manifold obtained by surgery on the framed link L. If

\n\ > 1, then the smooth ^-manifold V constructed in the manner of Example 1 gives

the minimal second Betti number of all oriented compact topological 4-manifolds X

bounded by M with πiX = Z and (πλX : Imiji) = p. Note that H2(V', Z) Ξ Z Θ Zp.

Proof. Suppose that 62 (V) = 1 is not minimal. Namely, there is an orient-

ed compact topological 4-manifbld X as above with 62 (X) — 0. By considering the

homology exact sequence of the pair (X, M), we have the following short exact se-
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quence;

0 -> Z -> JΪ2(Af Z) -> Zp -> 0 Ά Hi (M Z) -> Z -* Zp -> 0.

Because of |n| > 1, ffι(M Z) has a torsion subgroup. This contradicts that

fΓι(Af Z) ->• Z is injective. D

3. Minimal second Betti numbers for homology handles

Through §§3 and 4, we consider the case of p = 1, namely, the case where the ho-

momorphisms on ?TI induced from inclusions are surjective. If M is an oriented closed

3-manifold with #*(M;Z) = H*(SlxS2;%), then we call M a homology handle. See

[8]. Since a homology handle M has #1(M;Z2) = Z2, M admits two spin structures
TO and TI. By μ(M, r) we denote the Roholin invariant of M with respect to a spin

structure r.

Proposition 3. Lef M be a homology handle with spin structures TO and τ\.

Suppose that //(M,TO) = 0 and μ(M,τ\) = 1. Then, there is no orίentable compact

topological spin ^-manifold V bounded by M such that π\V = Z and the homomor-

phism ί){ : π\M —ϊ πiV = Z is surjective.

Proof. Suppose that there would be such a 4-manifold V. Because of πiV = Z,
V admits two spin structures σo and σ\. Since ig : π\M —ϊ πiV = Z is surjective,

ττι(V,M) = 0 and so Hl(E(τv),E(τM)',Z2) = 0. Here E(τM) and jB(τy) are the
total spaces of the principal STop(3)-bundle and the principal STop(4)-bundie associat-

ed with stable topological tangent bundles over M and V, respectively. From the fol-

lowing cohomology exact sequence of the pair

0 -

if follows that the restrictions of σo and σ\ to M are TO and n, say OQ\M = TO and
CΓI|M = TI. By [5, Chapter 10], we can calculate the Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction

ks(V) G f f 4 (V,Λf;Z 2 ) of V from (V,σ0) and we have that

Sks(V) = signature(V) -h//(M,r0) (mod 16)

= sίgnature(V) (mod 16).

From (V,σ\) it follows that

Sks(V) = signature(V] + 1 (mod 16),

and this equation contradicts that one. D
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For any given homology handle M, we would like to investigate the minimal sec-

ond Betti number of 4-manifolds bounded by M.
Let M be a homology handle. By βΊΌP(M) we denote the minimal second Betti

number of all oriented compact topological 4-manifolds V bounded by M such that

τrιV is isomorphic to Z and the homomorphism i$ : πi'M -)• -κ\V is surjective. Fur-
thermore, we denote by βDIFF(M) the minimal second Betti number of all oriented
compact smooth 4-manifolds as above. Then it is clear that βDIFF(M) > βτop(M) >

0.

REMARK. If we define βτop(M) and βDIFF(M) for a general 3-manifold M
in the same manner, then it follows from the homology exact sequence of the pair

(V, M) that βDIFF(M) > βΊΌP(M) > rankz#ι(M;Z) - 1.

Corollary 1. Let M be a homology handle as in Proposition 3. Then, βΊΌP(M)

> I-

Corollary 2. Let L — K\ U K^ be a 2-component framed link such that
(1) KI is a trivial knot,
(2) the linking number lk(Kι,Kz) is 0, and

(3) the framings of KI and K^ is 0 and dbl, respectively.
Let M be the homology handle obtained by surgery on'L. If M admits two spin struc-

tures TQ and TI with μ(M,r0) = 0 and μ(M,τl) = 1, then βDIFF (M) = βτop(M] =
1.

Proof. We can construct a smooth 4-manifold V bounded by M with /^(V Z)
= Z in the same manner as Example 1. Hence, it follows from Corollary 1 that

βDIFF(M) - βτop(M) = 1. D

EXAMPLE 2. Let M(ra) be the homology handle in Example 1. If m is odd, then

M(m) admits two spin structures r0 and TI with μ(M, TO) = 0 and μ(M,τι) = 1.
If m is even, then M(m) admits two spin structures TO and TI with μ(M, TO) =

μ(M,τι) = 0, Hence, if m is odd, then βDIFF(M(πί)) = βΊΌP(M(m)} = 1.

For what homology handle M does it hold that βΊΌP(M] = 0 or βDIFF(M) = 0?
Note that βΊΌP(M) = 0 if and only if M bounds an oriented compact topological 4-
manifold homotopy equivalent to S1. Freedman and Quinn give a necessary and suffi-
cient condition to hold that βΊΌP(M] = 0 in [5, Proposition 11. 6A and 11. 6C].

Theorem 2 ([5]). Let M be a homology handle. Let C =
commutator subgroup of π\M. Then, βΊΌP(M) = 0 if and only if C is perfect.
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Since the universal abelian convering M of a homology handle M is the infi-
nite cyclic covering associated to the kernel of the Hurewicz homomorphism πiM ->•
flι(Af Z) = Z, ίfι(M Z) is isomorphic to C/[C,C]. Theorem 2 implies that
βΊΌP(M) = Ojf and only if fΓι(M Z) = 0. Furthermore, the group of deck trans-
formation of M gives a Λ-modules structure to ffι(Aί Z), which is isomorphic to
ffι(M Λ) as Λ-modules. So, one can define the Alexander polynomials ΔM(£) £ A
for homology handles M as well as for knots. Kawauchi gave in [8, 9] a character-
ization of the Alexander polynomials of homology handles and how to calculate the
Alexander polynomials. Thus fΓι(M Z) = 0, that is, βΊΌP(M) = 0 if and only if the
Alexander polynomial ΔM (t) of M is trivial, that is, a unit of Λ.

4. Minimal second Betti numbers for homology handles obtained by 0-
surgery on knots

Consider a homology handle M obtained by 0-surgery on a knot K in S3. Note
that the class I 6 πi (S3 — K) represented by the preferred longitude for K belongs to
the commutator subgroup [πι(S3 - AΓ),πι(S3 - K)] of πι(S3 - K) and that τrιM is
isomorphic to πι(S3 - K ) / ( t ) 9 where (K) is the smallest normal subgroup generated
by t. Thus we have the following.

Lemma 2. Let K be a knot with exterior E(K), and E(K) the universal a-
belian covering of E(K). Let M be the homology handle obtained by Q-surgery on

K. Then, H\(M\ΐ) is isomorphic to Hι(E(K);Z) as k-modules. In particular, the
Alexander polynomial ΔM (t) of M is equal to the Alexander polynomial Δ# (£) of
K (See Lemma 2.6-(ΠI) in [8].).

Hence, we have the following.

Corollary 3. Let M be the homology handle obtained by Q-surgery on a knot
K. The minimal second Betti number βΊΌP(M) — 0 if and only if the Alexander poly-
nomial Δ/c (t) of K is trivial.

EXAMPLE 3. Let Af(ra) be the homology handle in Example 1. In Example 1

we see that ffι(M(ra);Z) is isomorphic to λ/(mt~l — (2m — l)+mt) as Λ-modules.
In fact, it follows from the Kirby calculus that M (ra) is also obtained by 0-surgery on
the following knot in Fig. 8. Thus the Alexander polynomial for M (ra) is mt~l —
(2m — 1) + mt and βΊΌP(M(m)) ^ 0. Therefore, in the case when ra is even, it
also holds that βTOP(M(πι)} = βDIFF(M(m)) = 1, since we can construct a required
4-manifold in the same manner as Example 1. See Example 2.

We can estimate βDIFF(M) by the unknotting number u(K) of a knot K.
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0

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Proposition 4. Let M be the homology handle obtained by Q-surgery on a knot

K with unknotting number u(K). Then, u(K) > βDIFF(M).
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Lo

Fig. 10.

Proof. Note that by the Kirby calculus the 3-manifolds in Fig. 9. are home-
omorphic. Let u be the unknotting number of K. Then after taking cross-changing
at certain u crossings of a diagram of K, K becomes a trivial knot L0. Hence, M
has a surgery description by a framed link L = L0 U LI U U Lu such that al-
1 Lj(j — 0, l, ,tz) are trivial knots, the framing of L0 is zero and the framings
of Lj(j = 1,2, ,u) are ±1. See Fig. 10. If we apply Operation 2 to each
Lj(.7 = 1,2, ,u), then we get a new framed link L'. See Fig. 11. The 3-manifold

given by L' is 51 x 52. By attaching u 2-handles h^ (j = 1,2, •• ,u) as above
to M x / and identifying one component of the boundary of the resultant smooth 4-
manifold with the boundary of Sl x £?3, we get a 4-manifold V with second Betti
number u and with boundary M such that πiV is isomorphic to Z and the homomor-
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±1o©

Fig. 11.

phism t'n : -»• is surjective. Hence, βDIFF(M) < u. D

For example, the knots Km in Fig. 8 are unknotting number 1 knots. Hence,

1 = u(Km) > βDIFF(M(m)) > βTOP(M(m)) > 1, and so βτop(M(m)) =

βDIFF(M(m)) = 1.

We generalize Examples 2 and 3 as follows.

Theorem 3. For any positive integer n, there exist infinitely many distinct ho-

mology handles {M^}m>ι with βΊΌP(M^}) = βDIFF(M(^} = n.

To show Theorem 3, we use the local signatures of homology handles, which are

introduced by Kawauchi [8] and defined by generalizing local signatures of knots. See

also [12]. In [9], Kawauchi considered the embedding problem of 3-manifolds into 4-

manifolds. In particular, he gave an estimation of second Betti numbers and signatures

of 4-manifolds by local signatures of their boundaries : Let M be a homology handle
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and X a compact topological 4-manifold bounded by M. Then, he showed that for

any α G [-1,1],

(4.1) |Σx€(β|1]σx(Λf)| < b2(X) + \signature(X)\.

Here σx(M) is a local signature of M. Since b%(X) + \signature(X)\ < 262(^0, we
have

(4.2)

and so

(4.3)

|Σxe(M]σx(M)| < 2&a W for any α € [-1,1],

|Σx€(β f l ]σx(Af)| < 2βΊΌP(M) for any α G [-1,1].

Proof of Theorem 3. For each positive integer m, let Km be a knot in Fig. 8.
Then, the Alexander polynomial Δ#m (t) of Km is mt2 — (2m — l)t + m up to units
in Λ and the unknotting number u(Km) of -K™, is 1. Because of Δκm(t)/m = t2 —
2{(2m-l)/(2m)}£ +1, it follows from Assertion 11 in [12] that the signature σ(Km)
of Km is ±2. Hence, it folds that for the local signature σx(Km)(x G [—1,1]),

( ±2, if x = (2m - l)/(2m),

~ I 0 if x 4 (2m -

Let /f^ be the connected sum of n copies of ΛΓm, that is, K^ = ATmtt#mtt *
U/fm Let Mm^ be the homology handle obtained by 0-surgery on Km'. Since

Δκp(t) = (Δκm(ί))n ^ (Δκm,(ί))n = Δ^wίί) (m ̂  m'), Mln) and M^

(m 7^ m') are not homeomorphic. Noting that the quadratic form of the universal a-

belian covering Mm is the orthogonal sum of n copies of the quadratic form of AΓm,
it follows that for the local signature σx(M^)(x G [-1,1]),

±2n, if x = (2m - l)/(2m),

0 if x^(2m-l)/(2m).

Hence, we have

Σ<e6(0>1]σx(M(,n)) =2n.

Thus, by the inequality (4.3) we have

1
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By noting that u(Km ) < n because of u(Km) = 1, it follows from Proposition 4
that βDIFF(M(^) < u(/dn)) < n. Therefore, n < βΊOP(M(^) < βDIFF(M(^} < n,
and so βΊΌP(M(^) = βDIFF(M^) = n. D

REMARK. (1) The unknotting number u(Km ) is n because of n = \σ(Km )\/2
< u(K^} < n.

(2) Consider a short exact sequence of Λ-modules

0 _> E -> F -> A/(/ι) Θ A/(/2) 0 - - - ® A/(/n) -> 0,

where J5 and F are free Λ-modules of the same rank. If each fi+ι can be divided by
f i , then rankΛ^ > n. Let V be an oriented compact 4-manifold bounded by Mm
such that πiV = Z and the homomorphism i$ : πiMm -> π\V is surjective. Then
we have the following homology exact sequence with local coefficient Λ,

0 -> ^2(^;Λ) -̂  £Γ2(V;MW; A) -> ̂ (M^ Λ) -> 0.

The homology groups ^(^ Λ) and H^V^Mm Λ) are free Λ-modules of the same
rank. Since ^ι(Min);Λ) S φι

n

=1(Λ/(mί-(2m-l)-fmf-1))ί = A/(mί-(2m-l)-f

n.
Hence it follows that βΊΌP(M^}) > n.

Next we give two definitions on sliceness of knots.

DEFINITION 1. If a knot K bounds a smooth disk D in the 4-ball B4 such that
(#4,D) x / is a trivial ball pair, then K is a super slice knot. See [7].

For example, untwisted doubles of slice knots are super slice [7].

DEFINITION 2. A knot K is pseudo-slice, if there exists a pair (W, D) for K
such that W is a smooth 4-manifold homemorphic to B4 and D is a smooth disk in
W bounded by #.

Proposition 5. Lei K be α super slice knot, and M the homology handle ob-
tained by ^-surgery on K. Then, βτop(M) = βDIFF(M) = 0.

Proof. Let D be a slice disk for K such that (B4,D) x / is a trivial ball pair.
Let N(D) be a closed tubular neighborhood of D in B4. Then, M is the boundary of
the smooth 4-manifold V = B4 — intN(D). The 4-manifold V is homotopy equivalent
to Vxl = B4xI-intN(D)xL Since (B4,D)xI is trivial, V is homotopy equivalent
to S1. Thus F is a required 4-manifold. D

Is there a difference between βΊΌP and βDIFF ? Now we answer this question.
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Theorem 4. Let K be a knot which is not pseudo-slice and whose Alexander

polynomial ΔK is trivial. Let M be the homology handle obtained by ΰ-surgery on
K. Then, 0 = βΊΌP(M) < βDIFF(M).

Proof. Since Δκ is trivial, it follows from Corollary 3 that βΊΌP(M) = 0. Sup-

pose that βDIFF(M] = 0. Then M bounds a smooth 4-manifold V homotopy equiva-

lent to 51. By attaching to M x / one 2-handle h^ whose attaching circle is a merid-
ian of K and whose framing is zero, we get the 4-manifold (M x /) U h^ whose
boundary is M]J(-53). See Operation 1. Furthermore, by identifying dV with one

component M of the boundary of (M x J)Uft(2), we get a compact smooth 4-manifold
W bounded by S3. Then, since W is simply-connected and H+(W;Z) = #*(£4;Z),
W is homeomorphic to B4. The co-core of the above 2-handle h^ gives a smooth

disk D in W with d(W,D) = (S3,#). Since K is not pseudo-slice, this is a contra-
diction. Π

EXAMPLE 4. In [3], Cochran and Gompf showed that there are untwisted dou-
bles which are not pseudo-slice. For example, the untwisted double K of the trefoil
knot is such a knot. Note that the Alexander polynomials of nontrivial untwisted dou-
bles are trivial and their unknotting numbers are 1. Thus, for the homology handle
M obtained by 0-surgery on K, 1 = u(K) > βDIFF(M) > βΊΌP(M) = 0, and so
1 = βDIFF(M) > βΊΌP(M) = 0.

EXAMPLES. Let #(-3,5,7) be the pretzel knot of type (-3,5,7). Then
#(—3,5,7) has a trivial Alexander polynomial. Furthermore, in [6] Fintushel and
Stern showed that #(—3,5,7) is not pseudo-slice. Thus, for the homology handle M
obtained by 0-surgery on #(-3,5,7), βDIFF(M) > βΊΌP(M) = 0.

It follows from [11] that #(-3,5,7) is not an unknotting number 1 knot. One
can make #(—3,5,7) a trivial knot by crossing-change at certain 3 crossings. Hence,
2 < u(#(-3,5, 7)) < 3. Thus it follows that 1 < βDIFF(M) < 3. What is βDIFF(M)Ί
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